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Executive Summary
Emotion recognition is the keystone of the MixedEmotions project. The project encompasses emotion
recognition from multiple modalities (text, speech and video) and multiple languages. This document,
Deliverable 4.3, describes initial versions of tools for emotion recognition from multilingual textual content
and efforts toward their further development. This includes the analysis of sentiment (positive, negative or
neutral) as well as the identification of emotions along more detailed emotion representation schemes such
as Ekmans basic 6 emotions (Joy, Fear, Anger, Surprise, Sadness and Disgust) [Ekman 1992] or a
continuous dimensional representation such as VAD (Valence, Arousal, Dominance) [Bradley and Lang
1999].
Established algorithms for these have been applied, using a number of state of the art approaches, including
supervised machine learning (for example support vector machines and deep learning) and unsupervised
lexical or knowledge based techniques. Standard lexical resources such as emotion or sentiment lexicons
and annotated corpora were used to develop the models and provision has been made for users of the
MixedEmotions platform to incorporate customised lexical resources to improve emotion and sentiment
recognition in their specific domain.
With regard to emotion recognition for more detailed representation schemes it was recognised that existing
particular annotated corpora are not of sufficient scope and quality to provide quality recognition results,
and efforts are underway to obtain crowdsourced annotations of social media data relevant to the
MixedEmotions pilots.
Current lexical resources for sentiment and emotion recognition are predominantly in English and
nonexistent for many European languages, effectively preventing direct modelling of sentiment and
emotion for those languages and restricting model quality for languages with few resources. Mixed
emotions proposes to build and test approaches to apply statistical machine translation to translate lexical
resources and/or target texts to enable crosslingual transfer of emotion recognition capabilities. Machine
translation models for several European languages are complete and encouraging initial experiments have
been completed.
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1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis from text (detecting positive or negative sentiment) can be seen as a specific form of
emotion analysis, and has received a great deal of attention in the research literature, with high success
rates, including identification of sentiment associated with entities referred to in text. For that reason,
separate sentiment analysis modules are being constructed.
More generic emotion analysis has received relatively little attention and suffers from a lack of quality
human annotated data for training and testing methods and a relative lack of research effort in building
emotion detection algorithms. This situation is rapidly changing, and new methods for emotion detection
are appearing in the literature [Mohammad 2015, Socher et al. 2013].
This deliverable is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of emotion recognition from text,
detailing the challenges involved. This section includes a description of predominant emotion representation
schemes as used in current emotion recognition models. Section 3 describes the sentiment analysis
modules. Section 4 describes work toward multilingual emotion recognition. Section 5 describes approaches
and plans for crosslingual transfer of emotion models with the aid of machine translation. Section 6
outlines work in progress towards the development of new emotion annotated corpora. Finally, Section 7
concludes the deliverable.

2 Overview of Emotion Recognition in Text
This Section provides a brief history and overview of sentiment and emotion recognition in text,
highlighting the principal challenges to effective implementations. Section 2.1 describes the terms sentiment
and emotion analysis, introducing the primary achievements and challenges in the current state of the art.
Section 2.2 summarises research in emotion representation schemes, focusing on those commonly used in
the emotion analysis research communities. Section 2.3 discusses the current lack of ground truth data for
emotion recognition in text, perhaps the most significant challenge for current research efforts.
Section 2.2, discussing emotion representation, is relevant also to the other MixedEmotions deliverables
from work package 4.
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2.1 Sentiment and Emotion Recognition
The term “Sentiment analysis” has traditionally been used to describe the identification of graded positive,
negative or neutral feeling, though recent academic use of the term encompasses also the identification of
more nuanced emotions. The MixedEmotions project uses the term in its more traditional sense, as is widely
done in industrial applications to date.
A substantial body of research into sentiment analysis of text exists and established tools are widely used in
industrial applications. The MixedEmotions platform will include several sentiment analysis modules
utilising state of the art sentiment analysis algorithms and enabled for multiple languages (see Section 3).
Emotion analysis, the identification of more nuanced emotions, is a relatively new endeavour and poses
new challenges beyond those found in sentiment analysis. The first challenge is one of emotion
representation, where emotion researchers from the field of Psychology still debate the varying merits of
schemes proposed to date (see Section 2.2). The second challenge is the lack of and difficulty in obtaining
quality ground truth data (see Section 2.3). The third, though perhaps least significant challenge, is the
complexity of the classification task — given sufficient quality training data, modern machine learning and
natural language processing techniques should be easily capable of effective emotion recognition.
2.2 Emotion Representation
The first challenge is one of emotion representation, where emotion researchers from the field of
Psychology still debate the varying merits of schemes proposed to date. None the less, several
representation schemes have a reasonable level of acceptance in the Psychology literature and are in use in
emotion analysis efforts.
Early work on linguistic characterisation of emotion found that emotion could largely be characterised by
just three dimensions: primarily affective valence (ranging from positive to negative, often termed
“pleasure”) and arousal (ranging from calm to excited), with a dimension they labelled “dominance” or
“control” (a measure of personal power or confidence associated with the emotion) having less significance
[Osgood et al. 1957]. Much work in emotion analysis has used this VAD (Valence, Arousal, Dominance)
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model, including the widely used dictionary of emotionally significance of words “Affective Norms of
English Words” (ANEW) [Bradley and Lang 1999].
The existence of “basic” emotions from which all other emotions are derived has also been theorised by
scholars of emotion, and a number of schemes have been proposed. There are two prominent schemes that
have been adopted widely by the emotion recognition research community. Paul Ekman [Ekman 1992]
proposed a set of 6 basic emotions : joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise. Robert Plutchik [Plutchik
1980; Plutchik 1991] proposed 8 basic emotions including Ekman’s 6 as well as trust and anticipation (see
Figure 1). He further divided each into 3 levels of arousal, resulting in 24 emotion categories. These two
schemes have been widely adopted by the natural language processing community engaged in emotion
analysis.

Figure 1. Plutchik’s emotion classification scheme

Evidence suggests that the 3dimensional VAD scheme is sufficient to uniquely identify emotions, and
several attempts have been made to enable VAD scores to be converted into emotion categories and
viceversa.
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A recent variation on Plutchik’s scheme, the “hourglass of emotions” [Cambria et al. 2012] presents the 24
emotion classes as an hourglass shape, further characterising each emotion as a combination of activations
in four dimensions: pleasantness, attention, sensitivity and aptitude (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The Hourglass of Emotions
To add further confusion, recent research has been challenging the very theory of “basic” emotions, and
some recent emotion recognition work has used an extensive list of emotion labels, for example Mohammad
and Kiritchenko [Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2015] worked with 585 distinct emotions, using them to
effectively identify personality types. For many applications, however, emotion summaries are sought, and
some level of simplification of the plethora of human emotions is needed.
2.3 Lexical Resources for Emotion Recognition
There are a number of emotion labelled lexicons which can be used to aid emotion recognition attempts. In
general, these are insufficient in themselves to obtain quality emotion recognition systems as they cannot
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take into account contextual elements of word usage, however when words labelled with specific emotions
are used as features, they do improve sentiment and emotion recognition systems.
2.4 Ground Truth Data
Perhaps the most substantial challenge for emotion analysis of text is the lack of ground truth  substantial
data sets with reliable emotion annotations. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the area of research is
relatively new, so the number of annotation efforts for publicly available research is small. Secondly, it is
much more difficult for annotators to reliably and consistently recognise specific emotions of the authors of,
or stimulated by, texts than it is to recognise positive/neutral/negative sentiment. This is both because it is
cognitively more challenging (not only is it more complicated, but emotion recognition by humans is
instinctive, and not always easily perceived directly by untrained individuals) and because there can be
substantial subjective influences, even within the same annotator at different times. And thirdly, successful
classification into more nuanced emotion categories or spaces requires substantially more annotated data for
a similar level of accuracy.
The lack of quality ground truth data has been noted in the literature and has been confirmed by our initial
experiments. For this reason, we have initiated an annotation effort with data specific to the MixedEmotions
pilot projects (Twitter and Facebook data related to business entities and news events) utilising novel
adaptations to state of the art annotation techniques.

3 Multilingual Sentiment Analysis from Text
Sentiment analysis, the recognition of positive, negative or neutral sentiment, is the most developed and
arguably most achievable task for emotion extraction from text, with a long and prolific history of research.
Four partners in MixedEmotions have built modules for sentiment analysis using state of the art algorithms
and resources. These act both as useful modules in their own right and as a basis from which to build more
nuanced emotion analysis modules (see Section 4). Unless otherwise specified, these modules will be open
source and included with the MixedEmotions platform.
Most of these modules utilise sentiment lexicons  list of words and sentiment commonly associated with
those words. The modules utilise generic, standard lexicons, but specialised domain specific lexicons could
be used in their place. The EuroSentiment project provides a pipeline for the development of such lexicons
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and can be used to enhance the sentiment recognition capabilities of these modules for domain specific
applications.
The modules, their language scope and stage of development are as follows:
Languages

Implementation and Status

Partner

Section

EN

Weka SVM based, version 1 complete. Integrated in the
pipeline.

NUIG

3.1

EN, CZ

Deep learning (Stanford CoreNLP) and SVM with ngrams
(LingPipe), version 1 complete.

BUT

3.2

EN, IT

(closed source), ready to use

ES

3.3

EN, ES

SVM based algorithm complete, deep learning in progress.

UPM

3.4

3.1 Sentiment Analysis Module for English
The sentiment analysis module from the National University of Ireland, Galway, uses a machine learning
based classifier which classifies a given tweet or sentence, as 
positive
,
negative, or 
neutral towards a target
brand. The module assumes that the input text is already about a target brand, and excludes the functionality
of verifying if a given text is about that brand or not. Version 1.0 of this module has been released. The
module is currently written in Java 7, but is subject to be upgraded to a higher versions of Java.
3.1.1 Algorithm and Reference Data
Algorithm: The module uses a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm as the backbone of the sentiment
classifier. Support Vector Machines are one of the popular text classification algorithms, which have their
foundations on probability and statistics. The accuracy of such algorithms is dependent on the quality and
quantity of manually labeled training data, effectiveness of features which characterise the classes, and
optimisation of the parameter values for the classification function.
The features used in the current sentiment classifier comprise of unigrams, bigrams, and sentiment score
summation of adjectives, nouns, and verbs in each instance of text. The sentiment scores for individual
words are obtained from SentiWordnet, which is a sentiment lexicon which lists all the English words along
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with their different senses, and the sentiment score of each sense (ranging from 1 to +1, where 0 is neutral,
1 is the highest negative sentiment, and +1 is the highest positive sentiment). The implementation of SVM
algorithm is used from Weka machine learning library for Java.
PreProcessing and Linguistic Annotations: The text obtained from web is full of linguistic irregularities
like, repetition of punctuations, urls, misspelt words, smileys, social media vocabulary like 
LoL etc. This
makes the automatic linguistic annotations (tokenization, lemmatization, Part of Speech tagging etc.) using
standard NLP libraries, like, Stanford CoreNLP highly erroneous. The linguistic annotations of data is
required for incorporating the linguistic features in our statistical classifier. For NLP related tasks, the text
from social media is either cleaned and normalised, or dedicated linguistic annotation libraries and tools are
available which take into consideration such irregularities while performing the automatic annotations. One
such tool is Tweet NLP from Carnegie Mellon University, which can be used for the linguistic annotation of
Tweets. Fuller and standard texts, on the other hand can be preprocessed using Stanford CoreNLP library.
Therefore, for customised preprocessing, the text source should be specified as an argument (
Twitter
,
NonTwitter)
, while executing the module. In the current version, we use Stanford CoreNLP for all kind of
data (including tweets), and the module doesn’t distinguish between Twitter and NonTwitter text.
Data: The sentiment classifier is trained on an existing dataset of sentiment labeled texts from various
sources. As mentioned previously, the text whose sentiments are required for the pilots, can fall in two
categories. 
NonTwitter 
text
,
i.e., the fuller texts from sources like reviews, and blogs; and 
Twitter text.
tweets released in the task 2 of SemEval 2013 [Nakov et al., 2013]. The dataset comprises of approximately
6300 tweets, which are tagged with 
positive (14%), negative (36%), 
and objective/neutral (50%) 
labels. The
data is not specific to a particular topic, and the tweets cover a variety of topics or sentiment targets.
3.1.2 Prospective Future Additions
The revisions of this module would target the improvement of domain independent sentiment prediction
accuracy. This would be achieved by identifying better features, experimenting with different kinds of
statistical text classification models, and increasing the training datasets for such models. A standard JSON
LD input and output format, which will be used by other modules as well, would be used in the future.
Also, the final version would be implemented in Java 8.
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Another addition would be, different linguistic preprocessing for Twitter and NonTwitter texts.
3.2 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Czech
The sentiment analysis module from the Brno University of Technology (BUT) uses Stanford CoreNLP1
and LingPipe2 tools. It performs sentiment analysis of tweets as well as general texts in English and Czech
language. Having a suitable dataset, models for different domains and languages can be simply trained.
Since both, Stanford CoreNLP and LingPipe tools are implemented in Java, the module is written in Java as
well.
3.2.1 Algorithm and Reference Data
Stanford CoreNLP is an integrated suite of natural language processing tools for English, Spanish, and
Chinese, which includes components for tokenization, partofspeech tagging, named entity recognition,
parsing, coreference, sentiment analysis. It is provided under the GPL licence. The BUT Sentiment Analysis
Module for English and Czech integrates its sentiment analysis part along with its pretrained models. The
tool uses a new deep learning model to build up a representation of a whole sentence based on its structure.
The sentiment analysis module takes into account the way words compose meaning of longer phrases. The
underlying technology is based on a new type of Recursive Neural Networks that builds on top of
grammatical structures. Models were trained on Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset containing 9,645
sentences. Two English models, distributed with Stanford CoreNLP, were employed in the BUT Sentiment
Analysis module. The first one (sentiment.ser.gz) assigns one of the following labels to each sentence: Very
negative, Negative, Neutral, Positive and Very positive. The second model (sentiment.binary.ser.gz) is a
binary model considering only Negative and Positive classes. The models are implemented as socalled
Sentiment Treebanks, where each terminal node of a sentence tree represents a word from the sentence and
a numeric label is assigned to every node of the tree.
Similarly to the Stanford CoreNLP, LingPipe is a toolkit for natural language processing written in Java. It
is provided under the AGPL license. LingPipe is efficient, scalable, reusable, and robust tool, which is able
to train at speed 5,000 sentiments per second and test at speed 1,000 sentiments per second. The sentiment

1
2

http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment
http://aliasi.com/lingpipe/
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analysis algorithm is based on a bagofwords model and utilizes SVM (Support Vector Machine) and
Naive Bayes classifiers. It supports custom classification as well as customizable Ngram features.
Both tools, Stanford CoreNLP and LingPipe, treat each sentence as a single sentiment entity, i.e. passing
multiple sentences results in multiple answers. However, real data usually consists of multiple sentences.
Thus, the final polarity of each sentiment is computed as a simple arithmetic mean of sentiments for each
sentence.
The proposed algorithms are evaluated on several datasets, including Sanders analytics3 , Sentiment1404 ,
Movie Review Data5 and Czech Reviews6 . Sanders analytics dataset is a free dataset for training and testing
sentiment analysis algorithms. It consists of 5,513 handannotated tweets. Each tweet was categorized with
respect to one of four different topics. Sentiment140 enables discovering the sentiment of a brand, product,
or topic on Twitter. It contains 181 positive, 177 negative and 139 neutral sentiments. The Movie Review
Data dataset is a collection of moviereview documents labelled with respect to their overall sentiment
polarity (32,937 positive and 31,783 negative sentiments) or subjective rating and sentences labelled with
respect to their subjectivity status (subjective or objective) or polarity. The Czech Review dataset contains a
number of user product reviews which are publicly available on the website of an established Czech online
shop with electronic devices. Each review consists of negative and positive aspects of products. It contains
2,000 positive and negative segments from the reviews and their targets (manually tagged).
Although the official performance of the Stanford CoreNLP is about 80%, it achieves only 43% accuracy
on the Sanders analytics set, 52% on Sentiment140 set and 50% on the Movie Review set. Using 10grams
model, LingPipe achieves accuracy 75% on the Sanders analytics set, 69% on Sentiment140, 70% on the
Movie Review set and 86% on the Czech reviews set.
3.2.2 Prospective Future Additions

3

http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/twittersentiment/
http://help.sentiment140.com/
5
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/moviereviewdata/
6
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/11507
4
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In the future work, we will train more reliable models from additional annotated datasets (such as SemEval
workshop series). In particular, we will use the data from the “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter” track from
years 20142016.
Since the annotated datasets for Czech are rather rare, machine translation algorithms will be used to
translate Czech to English and then perform sentiment analysis using highquality English models.
3.3 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Italian
The sentiment analysis module for English and Italian utilises the extended sentiment service from Expert
System’s commercial Cogito API product. This service recognises overall sentiment in the text as well as
sentiment associated with detected entities (such as brands) referred to in the text.
3.3.1 Algorithm and Reference Data
It uses a semantic sentiment and entity extraction system based on Sensigrafo, a proprietary semantic
network that represents concepts as lists of near synonyms. Through a process of grammatical parsing and
concept disambiguation, it identifies concepts referred to in the text as well as expressions of sentiment
associated with some of those concepts and an overall assessment of the sentiment expressed by the text.
This is a closed source commercial product that will be used in the social TV and brand reputation
management MixedEmotions pilots and serves as an example of integration of external tools into the
MixedEmotions platform.
3.3.2 Proposed Future Additions
Sensigrafo also has concepts that equate to emotions, and the Cogito API includes these in its conceptual
breakdown of submitted texts, identifying them as emotions (as a special type of entity). At this stage, there
are no plans to use this capability in the pilot projects, however this may change in the future.
3.4 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Spanish
There are currently two modules for sentiment analysis from the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid which
correspond with two main approaches, both supporting English and Spanish.
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The sentiment analysis module has been developed focusing on a traditional approach. This module is an
evolution of the methods used in the TASS2015 challenge [Villena et al. 2015]. It uses a feature extractor
and a classifier (SVC, 
support vector classifier)
. Although, it was developed for Spanish tweets, the feature
extractor has been also adapted to an English tweet corpus.
The second sentiment analysis module is based on Deep Learning techniques. More specifically, this
module uses the word2vec algorithm [Mikolov et. al. 2013] and a linear machine learning classifier that can
be either SGD (stochastic gradient descent) or SVM (support vector machine). This module is implemented
for analysis of English and Spanish tweets. A final implementation of this algorithm is in progress and will
soon be published.
3.4.1 Algorithm and Reference Data
The sentiment analysis algorithm is divided into three parts. First of all, the text is preprocessed. This part
was developed focusing on Twitter messages. Then, a feature extractor processes the results and obtains a
set of features. 
This feature set has been decided according to the article Mohammad introduced in
Semeval2013 [Mohammad, Kiritchenko et al. 2013], but the way to extract features from Spanish and
English is different. However, the same features are extracted. Finally, there is a SVC (support vector
classifier) algorithm, which is trained with the features extracted from the training corpus. Any other kind of
machine learning algorithm could have been used.
Lexicons has been used to extract some significant features from the preprocessed text. These are the
resources used on the sentiment analysis:
●

ElhPolar [Roncal et al. 2015], a dictionary based on Spanish tweets. ElhPolar assigns to each
word a polarity: positive or negative. This lexicon was developed during the previous competitions
of the TASS2015.

●

SentiWordNet [Esuli et al. 2006] is a lexical resource for opinion mining. SentiWordNet assigns to
each synset of WordNet three sentiment scores: positivity, negativity, objectivity. This is used for
English sentiment analysis, but it can be used also for Spanish.
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The word2vec algorithm [Mikolov et. al. 2013] extracts word embeddings from unsupervised data. That is,
each word of the original data is mapped to an ndimensional vector. For this algorithm to perform
adequately, it requires a relatively large amount of data.
The corpus used in both systems is the sentiment140 dataset (
http://help.sentiment140.com/forstudents/
),
which contains 1.600.000 tweets properly labeled for sentiment analysis, although in practice only a subset
has been used. As for the dataset for the Spanish implementation, the tweet corpus from the TASS2015
workshop [Villena et al. 2015] is used. This corpus has 68.000 sentimentlabeled tweets in Spanish.
3.4.2 Prospective Future Additions
The actual implementation of the sentiment analysis algorithm has shown a good accuracy in the polarity
task (up to 67.8% on the TASS2015 test corpus). However, this algorithm has been developed focusing on a
Spanish Corpus, which means that although the results with an English corpus are good (72.41% accuracy
and 72.39% F1score on the sentiment140 corpus), it could improve the analysis if we perform a specific
classifier for English.
Search for new relevant features. Recognising and adding new features to the prediction model is another
way to improve the detection of our classifier, however, we have to decide carefully which features to use
because to avoid overfitting the classifier. Features such as irony could give the classifier important
information to decide the polarity of a message.
As for the deep learning approach, the next step is to adapt this module for the task of emotion analysis.
Considering the obstacles to achieve this, we find the lack of resources in the Spanish language the main
problem, as the deep learning approach requires a large amount of data to learn from. To this day this is an
open challenge. In Section 6 we describe plans to collect and annotate data relevant to the MixedEmotions
pilots and in Section 5 approaches that may be used to transfer language resources between languages with
the aid of machine translation.
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4 Multilingual Emotion Analysis from Text
The identification of more nuanced emotion in text is a relatively new, less developed area of research
compared to the extraction of only positive and negative sentiment. None the less, sufficient work has been
done to render it useful and informative in many situations.
The bulk of existing research into emotion extraction has been in the English language, placing multilingual
emotion extraction into the realm of innovative research. Work has commenced on emotion recognition in
Spanish, and plans are in place for developing and experimenting with machine translation tools as a means
to transfer emotion recognition capabilities between languages (see Section 5).
An important conclusion from the development and analysis of initial emotion recognition models is the
need for more substantial, relevant and better quality annotated corpora for emotion recognition.
MixedEmotions has plans in place for the development of emotion annotated corpora of specific relevance
to planned pilot implementations (see Section 6).
4.1 Implemented Emotion Detection Algorithms and Associated Reference Data
The feature extractor developed for the sentiment analysis has been adapted to identify significant features
useful in the emotion detection. This new feature extractor has been used in a machine learning approach,
which use the Semeval2007 emotion corpus.
Moreover, several lexicons have been used in the emotion detection task. The lexicons used in the different
analysis are described below:
●

NRC (National Research Council Canada) Emotion Lexicon proposed by Saif Mohammad
[Mohammad and Turney 2013]. This lexicon is available in 20 languages, including English and
Spanish. The emotions that are contained in this lexicon are: 
anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, surprise, trust [Plutchik 1991].

●

WordNetAffect [Strapparava et al. 2004] is an extension of WordNet Domains, including a subset
of synsets suitable to represent affective concepts correlated with affective words.

●

Affective Norm for English Words [Bradley and Lang 1999] is a dictionary based on a VAD model
(valence, arousal and dominance). This dictionary is available in English and Spanish.
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4.2 Results of Initial Emotion Detection Experiments
The experiments using emotion detection have been developed with the Semeval2007 emotion corpus.
Semeval provides annotations using Ekman’s categories of emotion. We decided to filter out disgust for this
particular scenario.
The machine learning approach shows an accuracy around 60%, but taking a deeper look on the emotion
corpus, there is a lot of text categorized as joy, so the results did not contain any relevant information on
this approach. The lexicon approach shows an accuracy around 30%. In future work, these results could be
improved by combining the lexicon approach and supervised machine learning approaches.
Another factor affecting these results is the quality of the Semeval2007 corpus, which is rather poor.
Interannotator agreement ranges from a Pearson correlation of 0.36 (surprise) to 0.68 (sadness), with
surprise, disgust and anger all falling below 0.50. This indicates that emotion recognition is hard, even for
humans. Results from submissions to the Semeval 2007 competition also show poor results, with almost all
precision values below 50% and recall values below 25%, so substantial improvements using that data set
as the ground truth will be difficult. Other work on emotion prediction shows comparable results
[Mohammad, Zhu et al. 2015]. These experiments point to a substantial need for better annotated data for
emotion recognition in text.
4.3 Plans for Improved Emotion Recognition Capabilities
In the previous section, we presented experimental results and evidence from scientific literature suggesting
that the lack of quality emotion annotated data is significant barrier to quality models for emotion detection
from text. The current state of the art in emotion detection systems has used either word frequency based
statistical approaches or supervised machine learning, primarily with support vector machines (SVMs).
Deep Learning, a neural network based supervised machine learning approach, has achieved notable
improvements in many areas of natural language processing, including sentiment analysis [Socher et al.
2013, Rosenthal et al. 2015] and it has been suggested in the literature that improvements in emotion
analysis are likely also to be possible [Mohammad and Alm 2015]. MixedEmotions is in the process of
creating a neural network based emotion recognition module to test that suggestion. This module will utilise
LSTM (longshortterm memory) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Gers et al. 2000] and sliding context
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window neural network models [dos Santos and Gatti 2014] using word2vec for input features [Mikolov et
al. 2013a; Mikolov et al. 2013b]. These models will also be capable of positiveneutralnegative sentiment
analysis.
Another approach that has achieved some success in sentiment analysis utilises a customised bayesian topic
model in combination with sentiment lexicons [Lin and He 2009]. This unsupervised approach does not
require labelled data, yet achieved results comparable to the state of the art supervised methods. The
approach used allows for any number of sentiment categories, and so can be directly applied to recognition
of categorical emotions. It is unclear whether the larger number of categories would render the model
ineffective. None the less experiments in this direction are also planned.

5 CrossLingual Transfer of Emotion Models
Several approaches are being considered for multilingual emotion detection from text. The simplest is to
obtain quality emotion annotated data in target languages and build models from that data with
monolingual emotion recognition algorithms. Emotion annotated data is rare for languages other than
English, and collecting such data is expensive and time consuming, so this approach will likely not be
practical in many situations.
The other approaches enlist the help of machine translation. These approaches will necessarily incur errors
due to cultural variations in stimuli that elicit emotions as well as modes of emotion expression. For
languages that are culturally similar however, these errors can be expected to be reduced.
A simple naive approach is to translate source texts, for which no emotion recognition models exists into
English and apply English emotion recognition models. This has the drawback that machine translation is
computationally time consuming, typically requiring several seconds for short texts, so this approach will
not scale well to substantial numbers of texts. Further, translation quality can vary greatly, so errors can be
expected from poorly translated texts. Our initial experiments on voice transcripts show poor but significant
correlation (up to 0.29, p<0.005) between valence estimates of transcripts translated into English (by
models trained on English sentiment data) and ground truth human annotations of the original verbal
utterances. This allows us to be cautiously optimistic about the value of emotion estimates from translated
texts. Further experimentation is planned with social media texts and other emotion aspects (arousal and
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dominance as well as categorical emotion representation schemes) as well as comparisons to emotion
models trained on samelanguage ground truth data.
A different approach that has found some success in sentiment analysis utilises machine translation to build
emotion annotated data sets in other languages. By excluding poorly translated texts, sentiment recognition
models for German build from translated English data have achieved results that are comparable to models
trained on emotion annotated German texts [Klinger and Cimiano 2015]. This will be the primary approach
to crosslingual transfer of emotion recognition capabilities.
An important part of this work will be the development of assessment methodologies drawing on existing,
monolingual assessments, multilingual corpora and newly constructed emotion annotated data sets in
several languages.
5.1 Machine Translation
MixedEmotions has developed machine translation capabilities between several European languages.
Though the quality of machine translation for human consumption often leaves much to be desired, it has
proven useful for some natural language processing applications, including sentiment analysis [Klinger and
Cimiano 2015].
The machine translation models require substantial disk storage, and so at this stage are implemented as a
REST service running on a single server and are not highly scalable. The currently implemented translation
models cover the language transitions between English and each of German, Spanish, Italian and Czech.
Besides the targeted project languages, other languages, specifically the official european languages, can be
easily embedded into the translation pipeline.
Our approach is based on the statistical machine translation approach [Koehn et al., 2003], where we wish
to find the best translation, 
e
, of a foreign string, 
f
, given by a loglinear model combining a set of features.
The translation that maximizes the score of the loglinear model is obtained by searching all possible
translations via a so called decoder, which is essentially a search procedure that computes the sentences in
the target language and provides the most probable translation based on statistical translation model learned
from the training data.
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For a broader domain coverage of the parallel corpora necessary for training a machine translation system,
we merged several parallel corpora, e.g. JRC Acquis [Steinberger et al., 2006], Europarl [Koehn et al.,
2005], DGT (translation memories generated by the DirectorateGeneral for Translation) [Steinberger et al.,
2014], MultiUN corpus [Eisele and Chen, 2010] or TED talks [Cettolo et al., 2012] among others, into one
parallel resource.
Corpus Name

Domain

JRCAcquis

legislative

DGT

legislative

ECB*

financial

EMEA*

→ German

→ Italian

√

→ Spanish

→ Czech

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

medical

√

√

√

Europarl

proceedings of the EP

√

√

√

Gnome*

information
technology

√

√

KDE*

information
technology

√

√

√

OpenOffice*

information
technology

√

PHP*

information
technology

√

OpenSubtitles13*

translated movie
subtitles

√

√

√

TED

talk transcriptions

√

√

MultiUn

United Nation
Documents

Wikipedia Titles

terminology
expressions

√

√

√
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Number of parallel sentences:

10,222,259

23,441,275

37,583,385

24,503,259

Used parallel corpora, necessary to train statistical models for translations of English labels into German,
Italian, Spanish and Czech (resources tagged with * are gathered from the OPUS webpage7 ; EP = European
Parliament).
Usage of machine translation for emotion and sentiment recognition typically uses translations from some
targeted project language into English. Translated texts can be either target texts (for which we wish to
know their emotional content) or reference texts (which are used to build emotion recognition models). The
machine translation models also provide confidence indicators which can be used to selectively discard poor
quality translations.
5.2 Assessment Methodologies
The primary assessment method for crosslingual transfer of emotion models will utilise emotion labelled
corpora in source and target languages. Emotions recognised in translated texts will be compared to ground
truth labels in the source language, and similarly emotions recognised by models built from translated
corpora will be compared to ground truth labels on target language texts. As noted in Section 4, there are
however few emotion annotated corpora in languages other than English.
Another approach to assessment of crosslingual transfer of emotion models it to use bilingual text corpora.
Numerous such corpora exist such as those listed in Section 5.2. With such corpora, one can compare
emotion estimates of ground truth translations and machine translations, as well as compare emotion
estimates of texts in a source language to emotion estimates of ground truth translations by a translated
model. Bilingual text corpora typically come from sources such as parliament transcripts, news and
translated web pages, and can not be expected to contain a high proportion of emotional content. None the
less, available bilingual text resources are substantial and we expect their size to overcome the low
proportion of emotional content, providing useful assessments of crosslingual transfer methods.

7

http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/index.php
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6 Obtaining Emotion Annotated Data
Initial experiments with existing emotion lexicons and emotion annotated text data have revealed their
insufficiency for effective emotion recognition in social media text collected for the MixedEmotions pilot
projects (see Section 4). In order to achieve emotion recognition of a quality sufficient to be useful, it was
concluded that we need to create our own annotated data sets, aiming for greater quality, quantity and where
possible, relevance to the MixedEmotions project.
Two approaches are being considered. The first approach is to use Twitter hashtags related to emotions as
emotion labels. The second, more expensive and time consuming approach is to crowd source human
emotion annotations.
6.1 Hash Tags as Emotion Labels
This approach to collecting emotion annotated data utilises selfannotated tweets in the form of hashtags
that relate directly to specific emotions. In order to have a statistically informative number of tagged tweets,
a relatively large number of tweets will need to be collected, as such hashtags are relatively rare for some
emotions. This can in part be addressed by expanding the number of emotion tags by the use of emotion
lexicons and/or identification of emotion synonyms using resources such as WordNet [Miller 1995] and
careful curation of the resulting expanded tag sets.
6.2 Crowd Sourced Emotion Annotations
Plans are in place for the collection of crowd sourced annotations on social media texts relevant to the
MixedEmotions pilots. Our first annotation project will attempt to obtain VAD annotations on social media
texts. There are several reasons for this choice:
●

Pilot project 2 (social TV) aims to implement a novel recommender system that utilises VAD
(valence, arousal, domination — see Section 2.2) scores for news articles. These would be inferred
from social media mentions of topics mentioned in those articles (see Section 7.1 in
MixedEmotions deliverable 3.1  Architecture Specification and Platform Implementation, initial
version).
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●

To the best of our knowledge, no publicly available data sets with VAD annotations of social media
text exists. Data sets with VAD annotations on text transcripts of voice recordings exist, however
emotion expression in social media data is expected to differ significantly to transcript data, as
people have no access to paralinguistic expression such as inflection and volume. For example,
expression of arousal must be encoded in text forms such as emoticons, allcaps or word choices.

●

Text annotation with categorical emotion schemes is plagued by low interannotator agreement.
Anecdotal evidence suggests two factors that compound this problem: the complexity of the
annotation task (identifying one or more of 6 or 8 emotions) and absolute judgements (as opposed
to relative, which have been shown to be more consistent between annotators). Separate annotation
of valence, arousal and dominance presents a far simpler task to an annotator. Further, use of
comparative annotations will increase interannotator consistency.

The annotation scheme will use the MaxDiff approach [Kiritchenko et al. 2014], where annotators are
presented with four texts and asked to choose the most and least positive/active/dominant text. MaxDiff has
been widely used in marketing studies, however has only recently been applied in scientific contexts. The
most important advantage of the MaxDiff approach is that it utilises relative annotations (A is more than B).
Humans have been found to be more consistent with relative choices. MaxDiff questions provide four out of
the six possible comparisons between pairs of the presented texts, and thus is efficient at gathering
information. Further, results from MaxDiff surveys are easily converted into numerical scores for the texts
[Orme 2009].
Two crowd sourcing platforms are under consideration: CrowdFlower8 , a commercial crowdsourcing
platform with a substantial pool of annotators from all western European languages, and iHEARuPLAY
[Hantke et al. ], a recently developed gamified crowd sourcing platform, though without an established pool
of annotators. CrowdFlower’s pool of annotators and annotator reputation system is an advantage, however
you must pay for each annotation. The gamification offered by iHEARuPLAY makes it more attractive to
potential annotators and makes it easier to recruit unpaid annotators. Especially for Czech annotations this is
an advantage, as Crowd Flower was not able to confirm the number and quality of Czech annotators in their
pool.

8

http://www.crowdflower.com/
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To facilitate scientific dissemination of collected annotations, we aim to propose a set of tasks at the 2017
SemEval competition. SemEval is an annual competition placed alongside scientific conferences intended
to foster research into the recognition of semantic and sentiment properties of texts.
Further annotation efforts with other representation systems and/or languages will also be considered. Such
efforts would enable emotion recognition models for those systems/languages and allow us to evaluate
conversions between representation systems and/or transfer learning approaches between languages.

7 Conclusions
In this deliverable we presented work towards the development of multilingual emotion detection modules
for text. Algorithms for established technologies for sentiment analysis and more nuanced emotion analysis
have been implemented. While sentiment analysis is a well developed area, and quality training data and
algorithms exist, detection of more nuanced emotions is less developed and we have found that existing
resources are insufficient for quality recognition models. We have thus embarked on emotion annotation
efforts in order to create better quality resources and enable better models. Our first annotation effort will
obtain VAD (valence, arousal, dominance) labels on texts relevant to MixedEmotions pilots — to the best
of our knowledge, no such publicly available annotated corpora currently exist. Machine translation models
between several European languages and mechanisms to add translation capabilities are complete, and plans
are in place to develop and evaluate the transfer of emotion recognition capabilities between languages.
Research and further development of multilingual capabilities and extension and fusion of existing
algorithms and their implementations are also planned. This represents substantial progress towards the
eventual completion of state of the art multilingual sentiment and emotion extraction technologies within
the MixedEmotions platform and pilot projects.
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